In this paper we present in greater detail previous work on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation to treat the hydrogen bond of QCD, and add a similar treatment of doubly heavy baryons. Doubly heavy exotic resonances X and Z can be described as color molecules of two-quark lumps, the analogue of the H2 molecule, and doubly heavy baryons as the analog of the H + 2 ion, except that the two heavy quarks attract each other. We compare our results with constituent quark model and lattice QCD calculations and find further evidence in support of this upgraded picture of compact tetraquarks and baryons.
INTRODUCTION
Systems with heavy and light particles allow for an approximate treatment where the light and heavy degrees of freedom are studied separately, and solved one after the other. This is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (BO), introduced in non-relativistic Quantum Mechanics for molecules and crystals, where electrons coexist with the much heavier nuclei. We have recently reconsidered this method for the QCD interactions of multiquark hadrons containing heavy (charm or bottom) and light (up and down) quarks [1] , following earlier work in [2, 3] , and, for lattice calculations, in [4] .
In this paper, based on our previous communication [1] , we consider tetraquarks in terms of color molecules: lumps of two-quark colored atoms (orbitals) held together by color forces and treated in the BornOppenheimer (BO) approximation. The variety of bound states described here identifies a new way of looking at multiquark hadrons, as formed by the QCD analog of the hydrogen bond of molecular physics.
We restrict to doubly heavy-light systems, namely the doubly heavy baryons, qQQ, not considered in [1] , the hidden flavor tetraquarks QQqq, see [5] [6] [7] [8] for a review, and QQqq systems [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
The plan of the paper is the following. Sect. II describes the Born-Oppenheimer approximation applied to a QCD double heavy hadron and gives the two-body color couplings derived from the restriction that the hadron is an overall color singlet. Sect. III recalls the salient features of the constituent quark model and gives quark masses and hyperfine couplings derived from the mass spectra of the S-wave mesons and baryons. Sect. IV introduces the string tension for confined systems and discusses extensions beyond charmonium.
Sects. V, VI, VII illustrate the main calculations and results for doubly heavy baryons, hidden heavy flavor and doubly heavy flavored tetraquarks, respectively.
Results are summarised in Sect. VIII and conclusions given in Sect. IX. Technical details are expanded in three Appendices.
II. BORN-OPPENHEIMER APPROXIMATION WITH QCD CONSTITUENT QUARKS
We consider doubly heavy systems with open or hidden heavy flavor, and discuss the application of the BornOppenheimer (BO) approximation along the lines used for the treatment of the hydrogen molecule, see [14, 15] .
We denote coordinates and mass of the heavy quarks by x A , x B and M and those of the light quarks by x 1 , x 2 and m. Coordinate symbols include here spin and color quantum numbers, to be discussed later.
The hamiltonian of the whole system is
We have separated the heavy quark interaction V (x A , x B ), e.g. their Coulombic QCD interaction, from the general interactions involving light-heavy and lightlight quarks. We start by solving the eigenvalue equation for the light particles for fixed values of the coordinates of the heavy ones
where
and focus on the lowest eigenvalue and eigenfunction, which, dropping the subscript for simplicity of notation, we denote by E and f . Next, we look for solutions of the eigenvalue equation of the complete Hamiltonian (1) of the form
When applying the Hamiltonian (1) to Ψ one encounters
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terms of the kind
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation consists in neglecting the first with respect to the second term in all such instances so that, after factorizing f , we obtain the Schrödinger equation of the heavy particles
with the Born-Oppenheimer potential given by
For QED in molecular physics, the parameter which regulates the validity of the approximation is estimated in [14] to be
We apply the same method to our case as follows.
The ratio of the first (neglected) to the second (retained) term in (5) is given approximately by
where a and b are the lengths over which f or ψ show an appreciable variation. The length a is simply the radius of the orbitals, which we determine by minimizing the Schrödinger functional of the light quark. As will be discussed below, we find typically 1/a = A ∼ 0.3 GeV, i.e. a ∼ 0.7 fm.
The length b has to be formed from the dimensional quantities over which the Born-Oppenheimer equation (6) depends. In the case of double heavy baryons and hidden heavy flavor tetraquarks, Sects. V and VI, Eq. (6) depends on 1/M , on a and on the string tension k, which has dimensions of GeV 2 . A quantity b with dimensions of length can be formed as
which is 0.57 for charm and 0.43 for beauty, using k = 0.15 GeV 2 and the constituent masses of charm and beauty from the Tables in the next Section. We note in Sect VII that the Born-Oppenheimer potential for double heavy tetraquarks does not depend on the string tension, which is screened by gluons for color octet orbitals. In this case, we get
giving 0.42 for charm and 0.24 for beauty. In the following, for convenience we shall include quark masses in V BO , but it is worth noticing that the error we are estimating is the error on the binding energies, which turn out to be around 100 MeV or smaller in absolute value. So, the errors corresponding to (11) and (13) may be in the order of 20 − 50 MeV.
We comment now about color. Treating heavy quark and/or antiquark as external sources implies specifying their combined SU (3) c representation. Restriction to an overall color singlet fixes completely the color composition of the constituents.
Recall that the color coupling between any pair of particles in color representation R is given by
where q 1,2 are the irreducible representations of the particles in the pair. and C 2 the quadratic Casimir operators. We note the results: C 2 (1) = 0; C 2 (R) = C 2 (R); C 2 (3) = 4/3; C 2 (6) = 10/3; C 2 (8) = 3.
If the pair q 1 q 2 in the tetraquark T (q i q j q k q l ) is in a superposition of two SU (3) c representations with amplitudes a and b, we use
The different cases are as follows. Doubly charmed baryon: cc in3. In a color singlet baryon, all pairs are in color3, and the color couplings are distributed according to
Hidden flavor tetraquarks. Color of the heavy particles can be either 1 or 8. In the first case, the interaction between QQ andpairs goes via the exchange of color singlets. We are in a situation dominated by nuclear-like forces, eventually leading to the formation of the hadrocharmonium envisaged in [16] . We shall not consider QQ in color singlet any further.
QQ in 8. Suppressing coordinates
with the sum over A = 1, . . . , 8 understood. If we restrict to one-gluon exchange, Eq. (17) determines the interactions between different pairs.
Both QQ andare in color octet and we read their coupling from Eq. (14) . The couplings of the other pairs are found using the Fierz rearrangement formulae for SU(3) c to bring the desired pair in the same quark bilinear (see Appendix B). We get in total λ cc = λ= + 1 6
Substituting light and heavy quarks with electrons and protons, respectively, we see that the pattern of repulsions and attractions given by Eqs. (18) is the same as that of the hydrogen molecule. Double beauty tetraquarks: bb in3. The lowest energy state corresponds to bb in spin one and light antiquarks in spin and isospin zero. The tetraquark state
can be Fierz transformed into
with all attractive couplings
Double beauty tetraquarks: bb in 6. We start from
a case also considered in [13] . We find
therefore
The situation is again analogous to the H 2 molecule, with two identical, repelling light particles.
III. QUARK MASSES AND HYPERFINE COUPLINGS FROM MESONS AND BARYONS
The constituent quark model, in its simplest incarnation, describes the masses of mesons and baryons as due to the masses of the quarks in the hadron, M i , with hyperfine interactions added. The Hamiltonian is Values for κ[(cc) 1 ] are taken from the mass differences of ortho-and para-quarkonia, e.g. κ[(cc A reasonable hypothesis, advanced in [17] , is that the difference of quark masses derived from mesons and baryons is due to the different pattern of QCD interactions in systems with two or three constituents, that should be apparent even in the lowest order, one-gluon exchange approximation. We shall follow this hypothesis. Since the basic ingredient of the BO approximation are two body orbitals, we feel the natural choice is to take quark masses from the meson spectrum and leave to the QCD interactions between orbitals the task to compensate for the difference of quark masses from mesons with those derived from baryons in the naive constituent quark model.
IV. QUARK INTERACTION AND STRING TENSION
The prototype of non relativistic quark interaction is the so-called Cornell potential [18] introduced in connection with charmonium spectrum,
The potential refers to the case of a heavy color triplet pair, QQ, in an overall color singlet state. V 0 is deter-mined from the mass spectrum. We shall generalise (26) to several different cases. The first term in (26) is obtained in the one-gluon exchange approximation by (14) . It is generalised to any pair of colored particles in a color representation R by Eq. (15) .
The second term in (26) , which dominates over the Coulomb force at large separations, arises from quark confinement. In the simplest picture, confinement is due to the condensation of Coulomb lines of force into a string that joins the quark and the antiquark. The linearly rising term in (26) describes the force transmitted by the string tension. In this picture, it is natural to assume that the string tension, embodied by the coefficient k, scales with the Coulomb coefficient
For color charges combined in an overall color singlet, the assumption leads to k ∝ C 2 (q), whence the name of Casimir scaling, see [19] for an extensive discussion. Casimir scaling would give a string tension that increases with the dimensionality of color charges. However, QCD gluons, unlike photons in QED, may screen color charges, by lowering the dimension of the color representation. The simplest case is color 6 charge. Since 6 ⊗ 8 ⊃3 the string tension strenght of a pair 6 ⊗6 → 1 is reduced from 10/3 to 4/3, i.e. the string tension of 3 ⊗3 → 1 [19] .
Screening by an arbitrary number of gluons reduces Casimir scaling of string tension to the simplest triality scaling. One can see this through the following steps. [20] . Exchanging n and m gives the complex conjugate representation, which has the same Casimir, so that we may assume n ≥ m; t = (n − m) mod 3 = 0, 1, 2 is the triality of the representation. 
4. saturating t with G {abc} we reduce the upper indices to those of the lowest triality representations, namely (1, t = 0); (3, t = 1); (6, t = 2), equivalent to 1 (3, t = −1).
The upshot is that, for conjugate charges combined to a singlet, we have only two possibilities for the string tension:
• t = 0 charges, e.g. 8 ⊗ 8 → 1, have k = 0 and are not confined
, equal to the charmonium string tension.
For other cases, e.g. qQ, we adopt (27) and write
where k is the string tension taken from charmonium spectrum.
In the numerical applications, we take α S and k at the charmonium scale from the lattice calculation in [21] :
At the B c meson and bottomonium mass scales we take the same string tension and run α S with the two loops beta function, to get:
The baryon Ξ cc = qcc is analogous to the H + 2 ion [15] , except that the two heavy quarks attract each other, Eq. (16).
The interaction Hamiltonian is
We consider the orbital made by cq, with c located in x A . The perturbation Hamiltonian that remains is
The cq orbital. As potential, we take the Coulombic interaction from (32) and a linear term with the string tension rescaled according to Eq. (29),
We assume a radial wave-function R(r) of the form
and determine A by minimizing the Schrödinger functional
We take quark masses from the meson spectrum, Tab. I, α S and k from (30) . We find A = 0.32 GeV, H min = 0.48 GeV. We consider as unperturbed ground state the symmetric superposition of the two orbitals with q attached either to c(x A ), which we denote by ψ(x), or attached to c(x B ), denoted by φ(x).
The denominator in (37) is needed to normalise f (x) and it arises because ψ and φ are not orthogonal, see Appendix A, with the overlap S defined as (ψ and φ real):
and
The energy corresponding to f (x) is given by the quark constituent masses plus the energy of the orbital
Perturbation theory. To first order in the perturbation (33), the BO potential is given by
I 1,2 are functions of r AB defined in terms of ψ and φ:
where the vector ξ originates from A, taken in the origin, and |x B | = r AB . Analytic expressions for S, I 1,2 are given in [15] for the hydrogen wave functions. We evaluate them numerically for the orbitals corresponding to the potential (34) .
Boundary condition for r AB → 0. The perturbation Hamiltonian (33) embodies the interaction of the light quark when the other charm quark is far from the orbital. If we let r AB to vanish, the charm pair reduces to a single3 source generating the same interaction that q would see inside a qc charmed meson. This is in essence the heavy quark-diquark symmetry, see [22] [23] [24] .
The symmetry means that E 0 + ∆E(r AB ), when we subtract M c from it and let r AB → 0, has to reproduce the spin independent mass of aD meson, which, by definition, is M c + M q . In formulae
The condition determines the value of the a priori unknown V 0
Numerically, we find from (41)
The cq orbital is confined . The interactions embodied in Eq. (46) originate from one gluon exchange and vanish at large separations. However, the orbital cq and the external c quark carry3 and 3 colors combined to a color singlet and are confined. To take this into account we add a linearly rising term to the BO potential in (46) , determined by the string tension k of charmonium, see Sect. IV, and the onset point, R 0 . The complete Born-Oppenheimer potential reads
with R 0 ≥ 2A −1 . For orientation, we start with R 0 ∼ 8 GeV The Schrödinger equation for the charm pair with potential V (r) = V tot (r) − C is solved numerically [25] . Results are reported in Fig. 1 . For R 0 = 8 GeV −1 , we plot V (r), the radial wave function χ(r) and the lowest eigenvalue E = −0.045 GeV. The average distance of the charm pair is ∼ 0.9 fm. The eigenvalue has an appreciable dependence from R 0 . We find
The contribution of hyperfine interactions to the J = 1/2 + Ξ cc is
with the numerical value from Tab.II. Finally
to be compared with the LHCb value [26] M (Ξ cc ) Expt = 3621.2 ± 0.7 MeV (54)
We do not attempt to give an overall theoretical error to the result in (VIII), which cannot be however less than ±30 MeV.
It is interesting to compare our with the calculation presented in [17] . These authors obtain the cc binding energy from charmonium using quark masses from the meson spectrum (particle names denote their masses in MeV)
where the first term is charmonium mass subtracted of its hyperfine interaction. The cc binding energy is obtained by multiplication of the color factor 1/2, and the result is used as binding energy of the cc quarks in Ξ cc , to be subtracted from cc quark mass derived from the baryon spectrum. Adding hyperfine interactions, they obtain [17] :
The consistency of results derived by two alternative routes with themselves and with the experimental value is worth noticing. Ωcc. Replacing the light quark mass with the strange quark mass in (36) and inserting the appropriate hyperfine couplings, we obtain the mass of the strange-doubly charmed baryon, [scc], denoted by Ω cc .
Mass of
Comparisons.
Our results are summarized in Tab. III, fourth column and compared to the results in Ref. [17, 27] , reported in the fifth column. We differ for bc and bb by 50 and 150 MeV, which perhaps points to a significant discrepancy.
Predictions of the masses of doubly heavy baryons, based on different methods, have appeared earlier in the literature [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Numerical values are summarized in [17] and spread in a typical range of 100-200 MeV around our values.
The results of recent lattice QCD calculations [41, 42] are reported in the last column. Ref. [42] reviews the results of today available lattice calculations for doubly heavy baryons.
Experimental results are eagerly awaited.
VI. HIDDEN HEAVY FLAVOR
We consider the hidden heavy flavor case, specializing to hidden charm and following closely the approach to the H 2 molecule in [15] , see Appendix A.
With cc andtaken in color 8 representation, Eq. (17), we describe the unperturbed state as the product of two orbitals, bound states of one heavy and one light particle around x A or x B , and treat the interactions not included in the orbitals as perturbations.
Two subcases are allowed: i) cq andcq or ii) cq and cq.
The cq orbital. We take the Coulombic interaction given by λ cq in (18) and rescale the string tension from the charmonium one, according to Eq. (29), thus
Like the previous case, we assume an exponential form for radial wave-function R(r)
and determine A by minimizing the Schroedinger functional (36) for the potential (57), with quark masses from the meson spectrum, Tab. I, and parameters of the potential from (30) . We find A = 0.27 GeV, H min = 0.30 GeV. The wave function of the two non interacting orbitals is
2 In our previous analysis [1] , string tension 1/4k was considered as an alternative possibility to string tension k.
Unlike the H 2 case, light particles are not identical and the unperturbed ground state is non degenerate. The energy of f (1, 2) is given by
Perturbation theory. The perturbation Hamiltonian of this case is:
To first order in H pert , Eq. (61), the BO potential is
in terms of the function I 1 , Eq. (42), and
where the vector ξ originates from A, taken in the origin, and |x B | = r AB . cq orbitals are confined. The orbitals cq andcq carry non vanishing color and are confined. Similarly to Sect. V, we add a linearly rising term to the BO potential in (63), determined by a string tension k T and the onset point, R 0 . The complete Born-Oppenheimer potential reads
For orientation, we choose R 0 = 10 GeV −1 , greater than 2A −1 ∼ 7.4 GeV −1 , where the two orbitals start to separate. In principle, R 0 should be considered a free parameter, to be fixed on the phenomenology of the tetraquark, as we discuss below.
As for k T , we note that the tetraquark T = |(cc) 8 (qq) 8 1 can be written as
At large distances the diquark-antidiquark system is a superposition of3 ⊗ 3 → 1 and 6 ⊗6 → 1. Eq. (66) and the hypothesis of strict Casimir scaling of k T would give
However, as discussed in [19] and in Sect. IV, gluon screening gives the 6 diquark a component over the3 bringing k T closer to k. For simplicity, we adopt k T = k. The potential V (r) computed on the basis of Eqs. (65) is given in Fig. 2(a) . Also reported are the wave function and the eigenvalue obtained by solving numerically the radial Schrödinger equation [25] .
As it is customary for confined system like charmonia, we fix V 0 to reproduce the mass of the tetraquark, so the eigenvalue is not interesting. However, the eigenfunction gives us information on the internal configuration of the tetraquark. In Fig. 2(a) , with one-gluon exchange couplings, a configuration with c close toc and the light quarks around is obtained, much like the quarkonium adjoint meson described in [2] . Fig. 2(b) is obtained by increasing the repulsion in theinteraction associated to the function I 4 , letting 1/6 α S = 0.05 → 3.3. The corresponding cc wave function clearly displays the separation of the diquark from the antidiquark suggested in [43] and further considered in [44] .
The presence of a barrier that c has to overcome to reachc, apparent in Fig. 2(b) , explains the suppression of the J/ψ+ρ/ω decay modes of X(3872), otherwise favored by phase space with respect to the DD * modes. With the parameters in Fig. 2(b) , we find |R(0)| 2 = 1.6 · 10
with respect to |R(0)| 2 = 1.9 · 10 −2 with the perturbative parameters of Fig. 2(a) . The tetraquark picture of X(3872) and the related Z(3900) and Z(4020) have been originally formulated in terms of pure3 ⊗ 3 diquark-antidiquark states [6, 7, 43] .
The 6 ⊗6 component in (66) results in the opposite sign of thehyperfine interactions vs the dominant cq and cq one, and it could be the reason why X(3872) is lighter than Z(3900).
The cq orbital. One obtains the new orbital by replacing −1/3 α S → −7/6 α S in Eq. (57) and string tension
Correspondingly A = 0.40 GeV, H min = 0.66 GeV. The perturbation Hamiltonian appropriate to this case is
with
The tetraquark state is
At large |x A − x B | the lowest energy state (two color singlet mesons) has to prevail, as concluded in Sect. IV on the basis of the triality scaling due to gluon screening of octet charges. Therefore there is no confining potential to be added to the BO potential in (70).
Boundary condition for r AB → ∞. For r AB → ∞, V BO → H min +V 0 . Including constituent quark masses, the energy of the state at r AB = ∞ is E ∞ = 2(M c + M q + H min + V 0 ) and it must coincide with the mass of a pair of non-interacting charmed mesons, with spin-spin interaction subtracted. Therefore we impose
A minimum of the BO potential is not guaranteed. If there is such a minimum, as in Fig. 3(a) , it would correspond to a configuration similar to the quarkonium adjoint meson in Fig. 2(a) . If repulsion is increased above the perturbative value, e.g. changing +1/6 α S ∼ 0.05 to a coupling ≥ 1 in analogy with Fig. 2(b) , the BO potential has no minimum at all, Fig. 3(b) .
VII. DOUBLE BEAUTY TETRAQUARKS.
We consider bb tetraquarks, analyzing in turn the two options for the total color of the bb pair. bb in3. We recall from Sect. II that the lowest energy state corresponds to bb in spin one and light antiquarks in spin and isospin zero. The tetraquark state is T = |(bb)3, (qq) 3 1 , whence one derives the attractive color couplings reported in (21) and
There is only one possible orbital, namely bq, but the unperturbed state now is the superposition of two states with the roles ofq 1 andq 2 interchanged, like electrons in the H 2 molecule, see Appendix A.
The denominator needed to normalise f (1, 2) includes the overlap function S defined in (38) . The perturbation Hamiltonian is
where ∆E = f |H pert |f evaluates to
(78) I 1,2,4 were defined previously whereas [15] 
For the orbital bq we find A = 0.26 GeV, H min = 0.32 GeV.
[��] The BO potential, wave function and eigenvalue for the bb pair in color3 and the one-gluon exchange couplings are reported in Fig. 4 . There is a bound tetraquark with a tight bb diquark, of the kind expected in the constituent quark model [10, 11, 13] .
The BO potential in the origin is Coulomb-like and it tends to zero, for large r AB , due to (73). The (negative) eigenvalue E of the Schrödinger equation is the binding energy associated with the BO potential. The masses of the lowest tetraquark with (bb) S=1 , (qq) S=0 and of the B mesons are
The hyperfine interactions are taken from Tab. II and E = −67 MeV is the eigenvalue shown in Fig 4(a) [10, 11, 13] are different elaborations of the constituent quark model we use throughout this paper, more details are found in the original references. In the last column the lattice QCD results [45] [46] [47] [48] .
The Q-value for the decay T → 2B + γ is then
for the string tension (74) (in parenthesis with string tension k).
Results for Q cc,bc are reported in Tab. IV using the values of α S in (31) .
Eq. (82) underscores the result obtained by Eichten and Quigg [11] that the Q-value goes to a negative constant limit for M Q → ∞: Q = −150 MeV+O(1/M Q ). Double beauty tetraquarks: bb in 6. Color charges are given in (24) and
The situation is entirely analogous to the H 2 molecule, with two identical, repelling light particles. For the orbital bq, we find A = 0.43 GeV and H min = 0.72 GeV. The BO potential with the one-gluon exchange parameters admits a very shallow bound state with E = −30 MeV, quantum numbers: (bb) 6,S=0 and (qq)6 ,S=0,I=1 , J P C = 0 ++ , and charges −2, −1, 0. As shown in Fig. 5 , the potential is so shallow as to raise doubts whether a bound tetraquark will indeed result. We register nonetheless the Q-value for the decay T → BB. For the string tension (83) we find:
in parenthesis the result with string tension k. 
VIII. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The present paper gives an extensive discussion of doubly heavy hadrons, baryons and tetraquarks, within the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation. The paper is an expansion of the shorter communication [1] , with the discussion of doubly heavy baryons added, a case where we can compare directly theory to experimental results [26] .
In analogy with the QED treatment [15] of the H + 2
ion (the analog of a doubly heavy baryon) and the H 2 molecule (analog of a doubly heavy tetraquark), we start our discussion from orbitals: two body, heavy-light, quark-quark or quark-antiquark lumps held together by the QCD Coulomb-like interaction plus a linear confining term with the appropriate string tension. The wave functions of the orbitals, obtained from the two body Schrödinger equation, are taken as zeroth order approximation of the light constituents wave function inside the hadron. QCD Coulomb-like interactions with the other constituents of the light quarks or antiquarks inside the orbitals are treated as perturbations, to obtain the first order BO potential that goes into the Schrödinger equation of the heavy constituents.
The non-abelian nature of QCD produces a number of peculiarities. Given that the hadron is a color singlet and given the representation of the heavy constituents, one can deduce, for each pair, the coefficient of the Coulomblike interaction and the strenght of the string tension. The pair forming an orbital, except for the case of the baryon, is general in a superposition of color representations with the same triality, e.g.3 and 6. Orbitals with non-vanishing triality have to be confined and we add to the BO potential the appropriate linearly rising potential. Triality zero orbitals are not confined, as discussed in Sect. IV and [19] , and the BO potential vanishes for large separation of the heavy constituents.
A feature of the QCD Cornell potential, Sect. IV, is that it contains an additive constant V 0 that in charmonium physics is determined from one physical mass of the spectrum. We are able to determine V 0 (i) in the baryon case from a boundary condition related to the heavy quark-diquark symmetry [22] [23] [24] , Sect. V, and (ii) in QQqq tetraquarks from the condition that, at infinity, the potential gives rise to a meson-meson * pair, Sect. VII.
For this reasons, we get in these two cases, an absolute prediction of their mass, which can be compared with the experimental value in the case of Ξ cc , and which allows us to judge about the stability of bbqq against strong or e.m. decays into DB * or DB + γ. On the other hand, V 0 remains undetermined for QQqq tetraquarks and orbitals with non vanishing triality and the hadron mass cannot be predicted, at least for the ground state. However, the QQ wave function provides interesting information on the tetraquark internal structure, with significant phenomenological implications.
We now summarize the results of Sects. V to VII Doubly heavy baryon. Our results are summarized in Tab Overall, the general consistency of results derived by alternative routes with themselves and with the experimental value is very encouraging. Experimental results on heavier baryons will allow a more significant comparison and are eagerly awaited.
Hidden charm tetraquark: cq orbitals. The interaction between the light quarks, q andq is repulsive. Combined with the existence of a raising confining potential between the orbitals, this leads to envisage two regimes, exemplified in Figs. 2(a), (b) .
For the low value of the repulsive coupling, +1/6 α S ∼ 0.05, implied by one gluon exchange, the equilibrium configuration obtains for c andc relatively close to each other, in a quarkonium adjoint meson configuration [2, 3] , see Fig. 2(a) .
Increasing the repulsion, orbitals are split apart and equilibrium obtains for a diquark-antidiquark configuration, 2(b), with well separated diquarks. As an example, letting +1/6 α S ∼ 0.05 → 3.3 in Eq. (18) , diquarks are separated by a potential barrier and there are two different lenghts: the diquark radius R qc ∼ 0.4 fm and the total radius R ∼ 1.5 fm. A dominant, non-perturbativerepulsion plus confinement gives the dynamical basis to the emergence of the repulsive barrier between diquarks and antidiquarks suggested in [43] . The need to tunnel under the barrier explains why decays into charmonia occur at a lower rate with respect to decays into open charm mesons, as observed in X and Z resonances. Diquark-antidiquark separation may also be the reason why charged partners of the X have not (yet) been observed and there is an almost degenerate doublet of X 0 u,d
neutral states [43, 44] .
Hidden charm tetraquark:cq orbitals. The BO potential goes to +∞ at zero separation, due to cc repulsion, and it vanishes at infinity, due to the zero triality of orbitals. The existence of a minimum is not guaranteed. The situation is shown in Figs. 3(a),(b) . For the one gluon exchange parameters, there is indeed one minimum, Fig. 3(a) , and a second tetraquark, in the quarkonium adjoint meson configuration.
If therepulsion is increased, letting e.g. +1/6 α S ∼ 0.05 to a value > 1, there is no mimimum, Fig. 3(b) . The lack of a second resonance with the same features of, but well separated from X(3872), would speak in favour of Figs. 2(b) and 3(b) , supporting the enhancement ofrepulsion.
Double heavy tetraquarks: (QQ)3. Our results for the Q-value of the lowest [bb] tetraquark against decays into DB * + γ are shown in Tab. IV and found to compare well with previous estimates done with quark model, Ref. [10, 11, 13] and, remarkably, with Lattice QCD results [45] [46] [47] [48] , where available.
Given the error estimate following Eq. (13), we support the proposal that the lowest [bb] and perhaps [bc] tetraquarks may be stable against strong and electromagnetic decays [10, 11] , see also [49, 50] . Double heavy tetraquarks: (QQ) 6 . The V BO pptential for bb has a repulsvi behaviour t the origin and it vanishes at large separations. with a very shallow minimum.
The binding energy E = −30 MeV is at the limit of our visibility. If it exists, the bound state would make a second bb tetraquark, possibly stable. Its existence needs confirmation by lattice QCD calculations.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
The BO approximation gives a new insight on multiquark hadron structure and provides new opportunities for theoretical progress in the field of exotic resonances.
The restriction to a perturbative treatment followed here is, at the moment, a necessity for any analytical approach. Nonetheless, the consistency of the results we have found for doubly heavy baryons and doubly heavy tetraquarks with lattice QCD calculations seems to show that the perturbative approach is sufficiently robust (as it was for the Hydrogen ion and molecule) to provide useful, quantitative indications.
A critical case, where non perturbative calculations are called for is in the QQqq tetraquarks. As we have shown here, the strength ofrepulsion is the critical parameter to determine the internal configuration of the tetraquark, from a quarkonium adjoint meson to a diquark-antidiquark configuration. The latter configuration is indicated by the pattern of decay modes of X(3872) and is compatible with the existence of charged partners of the X(3872) not to be observed in open charm decays but only in final states containing charmonia, X ± → ρ ± J/ψ. The B meson may have smaller branching fraction than expected for decays that involve the charged X and this requires some dedicated experimental effort to go beyond the bounds which have been set years ago.
Non-perturbative investigations along these lines should be provided by lattice QCD, following the growing interest shown for doubly heavy tetraquarks.
where from we derive 
